SELECTING LITHOGRAPHIC INKS

PROBLEM

Manufacturers of lithographic inks want to minimize the time and cost involved with selecting inks that will provide good “dot quality” during the printing process. Traditional methods based on plant trials using large batches of candidate inks are not efficient.

SOLUTION

Controlled stress rheology which measures the viscoelastic properties of materials, however, can rapidly screen inks for satisfactory printing. Figures 1 and 2 show the comparative dynamic modulus ($G'$) and complex viscosity ($\eta*$) results respectively for a series of four lithographic inks. Ink A, which ultimately performed poorly because of excessive flowability, has the lowest $G'$ and $\eta*$. Ink D, on the other hand, ultimately performed poorly because of insufficient flow during printing, exhibits the highest $G'$ and $\eta*$. Inks B and C, which performed satisfactorily during printing, have $G'$ and $\eta*$ values between the A and D extremes. By running several “standards” such as these is possible to convert either Figure 1 or 2 into a reference plot which can subsequently be used to rapidly screen future batches of ink for suitability before wasting time and money.
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